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Executive summary: English airing practices
It is by people’s behaviour at home that the significance of Fresh Air From Outside
and into the Home (FAFOH) can be identified. English and Scottish occupans habits
and perspectives concerning FAFOH are investigated in this study. The importance of
FAFOH practices has been read out in 3 dimensions in the analysis:
One functional (layer-practical characteristics)
One aesthetical (bodily and sensuous characteristics) and
One social (solicitude & control of impressions).
These 3 dimensions are all part of the importance of FAFOH and constitute its value
for people using FAFOH.
The analysis is showing that the importance of FAFOH is especially noticed in
‘transitions’ (work->home, vacation ->coming back, summer->winter). This is in
accordance with knowledge gained from anthropological research on rituals and
practices, showing the importance of particular and often routinized actions in
transition from one phase to another. These transitions often reflect identity aspects
such as the feeling of freedom and the need of control, here the ability to control
your own home so as to enable you to control and maintain your family’s health. It is
a kind of caring when control is about managing activities that form part of the air
intake, no matter whether is is a technical system or the use of doors and windows.
To all informants FAFOH indicates a bodily openness and inclusion of the
surrounding world. This is in accordance with phenomenologic research, which
indicates that we are in this world through our body and it is by this that we create
consciousness of our existence, our ‘being-in-the-world’. To ’enjoy the breeze’ will in
this light represent the joy of being in the world. To have a ’good, fresh smell’ in your
home is in phenomenological optics the wish for being alive, not crumble, but
remain open to the world and still be in a personal and physical development, in
progression. To let in the fresh air into the children’s rooms becomes a welcome of
the morning, greeting the world through a feeling of co-existence with the
surroundings. To have a ’good, fresh smell’ in your home is vital to all, but what
appears more popular in England and Scotland is the use of consumer products like
synthetic ‘air freshener’.
Co-existing with our surroundings implies that we are part of our environment - for
better or worse - and must deal with its specificities. Apart from the south of
England the rest of the country is known for its rainy weather, so it is of little surprise
that the English informants seem to air out less in the cold, northern parts than in
the south. Having said this, I wish to stress that it is never the aim to generalize on
the basis of qualitative data. Still, this is the general impression from the field
studies.
The use of FAFOH is:
1. habitual and ritualized (you do the same things with respect to air depending
on the season, context and the house)
2. bodily determined, a purely sensous experience (smells ‘are in the nose’;
individual comfort zones; to enjoy the breeze) - representing a body
aesthestics
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3. socio-culturally determined, among other things because FAFOH may be
connected with risks (fear of Radon, burglary or water damage) and with
certain taboos, since letting fresh air IN also is about letting certain odours
OUT (from wc & bedrooms). For this reason ‘impression management’ is
required for the odour backdrop in the home.
It seems like the FAFOH field has ´Openers´ (mostly women) and ´Closers´(mostly
men). The general picture is, however, that the women tend to care for the aring out
practices of the rooms, in particular the children´s rooms. The home is generally a
female domain when the topic is the health of the family/inhabitants. The men
stress the importance of recognizing individual bodily comfort zones and personal
habits as the outset for FAFOH practices.
As expected regional thermal differences appear in England and Scotland, resulting
in heating being of more concern in the colder regions and thus windows and doors
are only opened for short periods. The insulation in the house and how old the
house is also influence on airing practices. This illustrates that airing habits are
perfermed in dialogue with weather and the house itself.
2 English children have participated in the study, and the other informants refer to
actions of their children, mostly whether or not the children remember to air out.
Some do, most don’t.
The most prominent perspectives of the interviews can be stated within the 3
mentioned dimensions – the functional, aesthetical (body & senses) and emotional
(social) characteristics – of FAFOH. These characteristics cannot be considered
isolated from the context they are in and it is, therefore, important to look at them
in connection with the meaning of the home. The importance of the home as
framework for the family’s health is playing a role for our use of FAFOH, just as the
social importance of the home in form of being an ’odour backdrop’ will lead to
special FAFOH practices
In a way, FAFOH is not directly about ”fresh” or ”air”, but covers ’the good indoor
climate’, which involves many other things than just ’fresh air’:
The freshness is about...
 anti-smelling, odour backdrop, bodily and sensouous (sensing the world &
the moment)
 to consider the health of the whole family (get rid of bedroom smells, dust &
bacteria)
 enjoyment (individual needs)
 free breeze, flow (freedom)
The air is about...
 Smell & sounds in the context (from nature or the city, the joy of following
the seasons)
 Technique (systems to control the air so you will not have to think about
airing – i.e. need of security, to control your windows & doors)
 Control (to monitor the home + cleanliness/health in it)
 Practical function (cleaning).
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The following outline illustrates the 3 dimensions of FAFOH and the above
mentioned points and has made a division into ’sociality & aesthetics’ (soft values,
not measurable) and ’fuctional charactetistics’, respectively. The 2 first mentioned
are best understood as individual, subjective dimensions against the functional
characteristics of FAFOH that cover the more measurable characteristics of FAFOH
(although the need of FAFOH’s functionality is, of course, quite individual). The
borders are not sharp.
Sociality & aesthetics

Functional caracteristics

Anti-smell (smells can be embarrasing); Smells & sounds in the context (like bird song
body & senses (our unique sense, body or the distant sounds of neighbours talking)
aesthetics & body comfort zones)
Technique –regulation of the indoor climate
Caring for the family health (out with bad
(Heat/coldness; humidity/dryness)
smell & stuffiness); cleanliness=health
Pure enjoyment
Control (wish for control /monitoring of the
heating bill?)
Free breeze and flow, freedom
Pratical assistance (dries eg. the floor)

Most of the above mentioned aspects are framed by the home as a framework for
’impression management’, front & back stage practices (those activities that reflect
what we do, if we are by ourselves or if we have guests), the social construction of
smell – corresponding to the wish for controlling how we want to conceive/sense
our own home and how we want visitors to conceive/sense us and our home:
Your home is your smell!
The knowledge from the study may be the basis for new understandings of the
importance of fresh air and the use of it among quite ordinary people. Sociality, body
and senses, and everyday practices are important aspects for FAFOH and
understanding these dimensions will ensure a more holistic understanding of FAFOH.

The problematic: What has been investigated and why?
The VELUX Group wanted to know more about how fresh air from the outside
(FAFOH) and into the houses (private homes) is used and what it means to people.
The study is undertaken on the thesis that the more a company knows about the
various kinds of importance and practical uses of a product or a phenomenon like
FAFOH, the better the company will be able to think this knowledge into their
marketing and communication, and also into product development.
Research from the sociology of everyday life shows that what we value as important
can be read from our actions in everyday life. Studies of everyday practices are the
basis for analyzing how people build sociality in their life and which values they
ascribe to the various functions of everyday life. In order to describe the importance
of FAFOH, its status and the matching social values, you will, therefore, have to look
at how FAFOH is used by people in their ordinary everyday life.
People’s routines of letting air out and in at home may indicate emotional as well as
functional values of FAFOH. As a total they will appear from the doings and not
5
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something that is necessarily phrased. Many English informants talk about FAFOH as
something they consider an embodied habit: FAFOH is something you do and not
something you speak about, unless, however, the couple disagrees on how to air in
& out. In such cases the FAFOH practices become a hot topic.
Generally importance established through routine and practices in our everyday life
is unreflective. For a start, things for the home – such as a window, a mechanical
ventilating system, a vacuum cleaner or similar – will be bought because of some
concrete, functional need, possibly combined with an aesthetic and symbolic
dimension (as represented by the value in a brand) or with a purely social (pets). Our
actions at home may likewise have functional, aesthetical and social dimensions. But
whether it is things or actions, it is not until they have been integrated in the home
and are in use or carried out that we ascribe value and significance to things or
actions. The dialectic relation between human beings and things happens gradually
and will quietly become part of everyday life, an embodied habit performed as a
routine. The process is called ’domestication’ – a concept originating from research
on humans’ use of technology. Research shows that we do not subjugate to things,
but influence them towards our individual needs. This study is not on a thing or an
action, but on a phenomenon: Fresh air – and what will be investigated in this report
is the status and qualities of fresh air as seen by a domestic English and Scottish
point of view, the significance of fresh air from outside. There are specific actions
attached to FAFOH and when I draw a parallel to the concept ‘domestication’, it is
because FAFOH is often handled by use of e.g. windows or doors. It will,
consequently, be interesting to see how FAFOH is domesticated, how it becomes a
habit. As people are different, the use of FAFOH and its attached importance will
vary from person to person. Certain common traits can, nevertheless, be concluded.
They are related to the functional, social and bodily aspects of FAFOH.
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How may FAFOH be conceived?
Sociological research on people’s behaviour indicates that most of our actions have
an aesthetical (body and mind) and a social dimension reaching beyond
functionality. Functionality may rather be said to be a cover for. Consequently,
FAFOH may be expected to have functional characteristics as well as emotional and
aesthetical values attached to it. Emotional importance, i.e. FAFOH’s sociability, may
be read as a kind of love declaration and caring for the children – you air out because
the children should wake up in a good way and feel fresh. The aesthetical
importance is attached to bodily and sensous aspects of FAFOH and can e.g. be the
wish for a clean home or just to enjoy the breeze. Therefore, I have in the analysis
deconstructed the meaning of FAFOH’s social, aesthtetical and functional
dimensions, respectively.
As a start, a few considerations about FAFOH which may influence people’s use of
fresh air:
A boon and a scarce good – with taboos relating to it
Fresh air is a boon. Even though the definition of ’fresh’ will vary from person to
person according to the context, fresh air is something we all need and have a right
to, however, in the light of increased air pollution today it seems a scarce good. Just
as the right to access to clean portable water. It is a sensuous, non-material
phenomenon, which may be more easily comprehended in form of an antagonism:
When the air is NOT fresh, it is easier to talk about the quality of the air, whereas it is
otherwise a product we are normally taking for granted. Only in cities with a lot of
smog/air pollution in general, FAFOH will be a problem and a topic of conversation,
because of it being a scarce good where you have to think twice before airing. Like
many other objects and actions in the home, FAFOH will, therefore, rarely be
something we think about, unless people disagree on how to air in and out.
Correspondingly, FAFOH may have certain taboos attached to it, as FAFOH is often
needed for rooms associated with uncleanliness, shame (wc) and sin (bedroom). This
will be the case with smells you want to hide and get rid of. So often FAFOH will be
connected with something you want to get rid of.
The mentioned FAFOH features – that it is a boon, a scarce good especially described
and understood antagonistically and that FAFOH may be considered as a tool to get
rid of unwanted smells – are part of the background understanding for the
conversations with the informants and in the analysis.

Relation between FAFOH and the home
The focus is on ’fresh air from the outside and into the home’ and we may,
therefore, benefit from looking at antropological theories on the importance of the
home when we want to understand the importance of FAFOH. FAFOH can,
nevertheless, also be described as a boon independent of the home when you speak
of the individual experience of fresh air. However, most informants from the
qualitative interviews show a considerable relation between FAFOH and habits,
which relate to how we use the home. Furthermore, the informants refer to the
expected coupling to smells in the home and state that these smells have great
social importance. Consequently, we start with 3 anthropological perspectives on
the home.
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 THE HOME = A SOCIALT PROJECT
The home may be considered as the frame of the nuclear family where changing the
home - actions such as remodelling, renovating and making the actual lay-outs of the
home - express that the home is a social project. A project which to a similar degree
is about building and maintaining the FAMILY and your role in it, as it is about
increasing the value of the house and making improvements to it. The distinction
between ‘building’, i.e. the purely functional renovation of the home, and ‘dwelling’,
which represents the home as a frame for sociality and well-being, is useful to
understand this view of the home as a social project. The Danish artist Erik Clausen
gave an example of ‘building’, when saying: “When men build conservatories it is not
because they need the extra space, but to show their women that they can build Taj
Mahal”(Berlingske Tidende 29.11.09). ‘Taj Mahal’ is considered a good backdrop for
social roles & togetherness – the display and setting of ‘dwelling’: We build a house
in order to dwell in a home! My home is my castle.
 THE GLUE of a hectic daily life
In the postmodern society the home plays a big part in keeping the family together
and in giving meaning to a fragmented life. At home we ‘celebrate’ the family (the
ideal of the nuclear family). By routines & rituals we try to keep the family together
and to keep it healthy, and we aim at passing on the routines & rituals to the
children. By passing on routines we want to pass on healthy habits, an expression of
caring. The home becomes a holy place, a ‘refuge’ or sanctuary for the family in a
busy everyday life.
 DOUBLE FUNCTION (’impression management’)
The home is both the hearth of family comfort and sociality as it is the place for
family life back stage. Back stage is the intimate and social room where the family
members can relax from the norms and requirements that confront them outside
the framework of home. But, simultaneously, a home must also be for guests and,
therefore, a presentable place, i.e. the home must also have front stage features.
Front stage is a name for the rooms where the home presents itself to the world.
Front stage is to a higher degree defined by culturally fixed norms, among those
which smells are recognized as ’pleasant smells’. It may be expected that those living
in the house want to have ‘impression management’ of the smells in the home.
Consequently, the home must handle many different functions and needs for the
family members AND express a certain degree of culturally accepted norms for
aesthetics.
All 3 perspectives can be read from the English and Scottish interviews and reference
will be made to them when going through the patterns and themes of importance
found in the analysis. The last theme – ‘impression management’ – is highly reflected
and used as frame for the analysis, because FAFOH is best described by contrasts, i.e.
as expression of the wish to get bad smells out, and because all informants – to
various degrees – are pointing it out.

Field of investigation: Which design and which methods have been
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used? With whom have we spoken and why?
Explorative investigation
Often you can get an idea of people’s attitudes, purchasing behaviour and actions
concerning a specific product by comparing it to other similar products. But this
investigation is focusing on an immaterial, sensuous, invisible phenomenon. FAFOH
can hardly be compared to anything at all as FAFOH is about practices, as we draw in
fresh air, use it dynamically according to various needs and, consequently, FAFOH is
a constant process.
In the same way as the home, cf. the above description, FAFOH is, therefore,
something we do all the time! The most appropriate design of the investigation is,
consequently, explorative.
Qualitative methods
The investigation utilizes the qualitative methods of social anthropology: In-depth
interviews based on a semi-structured interview guide, observation of the
participants (short term), photos & video. They each have the advantage that it is
possible for the informant to associate more freely than in case of a questionnaire.
Video and photos serve to illustrate practice. Interviews & showing round took
approx. 2 hours – the shortest 1.25 hours, the longest around 3 hours.
Informants: Amount and selection criteria
The selection criteria have been decided in cooperation with VELUX A/S. As it is a
smaller investigation the number of informants has been decided at 11. The 11
informants are composed of both men and women.
The grown-ups were chosed based on the following selection criteria:







Building: All must live in a house – or a major privately owned flat,
preferably some with VELUX roof windows, but not necessarily. The
hypothesis is that owners will be more attentive to air out in order to take
care of the house
Division between city/countryside: Finding informants in both types of area,
in order to hear about importance of contexts (smells, sounds/noises)
Division between old/new houses: When possible – so as to include the
importance of the buildings for airing out practices
Warm & cold, wet & dry areas: To make sure to have the potentially
different perspectives from living in different thermal zones
Life phases: Life phases – age compared to activity – have been used as
selection criterion. The criterion has been given with a view to where the
largest VELUX target group is and in respect to expectations that there are
different activities in and use of the home in the different phases of life – and
that this can mean different ‘use’ of FAFOH.
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Life phase

11 informants

The young family

5: Fiona (Glasgow), Bob (Lyme Regins), Julian &
Siobhan (North of Leeds); Harriet (York), Barbara
(North-of-Edinburgh)
3: John & Paula (North of London); Imogen & Bruce
(Lancaster), Moraq (Edinburgh)
3: Shireen & Brian (Oxford), Judy (Isle of Wight), Dan
(Lyme Regis)

Families with teenager/s
Couples or singles

Life intensity &
activity level

Age + life phase

Fig. 1: Selected phases of life (the most practice intensive phases are chosen)

With 11 informants and the variation in the group, the investigation is, of course, in
no way representative. Nevertheless, I wish to point out that identical words,
themes and patterns were repeated in all interviews. The strength of qualitative
investigations is exactly the possibility to unfold the informants’ statements and be
able to analyze both the totally unique, individual traits and possible common traits
in groups of people.
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Fig. 2: Map of informants
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THE ANALYSIS
Stories of use of FAFOH in everyday life
Like we expected in many of the following situations FAFOH has shown to be of
immediate importance especially in the following situations:
 airing of wet rooms and bedrooms (get rid of moisture and bad smells here)
 drying of clothes indoors
 to regulate heating – whether hot or cold indoors or outside – and bodily heat
regulation (the coolness from FAFOH when ironing)
 cleaning (emphasized especially for vacuum cleaning, washing floors, making the
beds)
 to let out smells (especially cooking odours) so as to avoid being seen as a bad
smelling home
 to let in sounds & smells from the surroundings (=openness)
 to be able to smell yourself
 to get circulation and stagnant, tight air out in order to rebuild a clean +
recognizable smell in the home
 to enjoy the breeze
 to indicate control
 to indicate the transition from work to free time, night to day, being away on
holiday to getting back to the home
Several of these points contain a sociality uncovered in the use of FAFOH and reflect
emotional values. The emotional values of FAFOH can be considered as expressions
of:
Worrying (of burglary, damages on the house due to humidity, Radon,
illness);
caring for the health of the family, airing in and out as a declaration of love;
control, as expressed in the wish to define and maintain the feeling of control
of your own home and the smells of the house.

Fig. 3: FAFOH practices performed according to 3 main characteristics and in dialogue with
surroundings (= the enclosing green circle)
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”I do it without even
thinking about it.”
(Siobhan)

Theme 1

Habits & routines in relation to FAFOH

Sociological research on habits shows that everyday life practices in the home to a
high degree are controlled by habits. In an increasingly demanding society, habits
and routines are a way of simplifying everyday life so we very conveniently do not
have to reflect on every activity we make: We perform certain actions because they
seem natural to do - and consequently something we don’t have to reflect about or
justify in our doing, we do it “without even thinking about it”, often having learnt it
during childhood. The same is the case of FAFOH where habits seem to vary
according to time of year (season), the house and the rooms. Habits also reflect that
the house is alive and inhabited and in this sense a symbol of our existence, a proof
to us and to others that we are here, alive and kicking, and – often – in a hurry. Being
in a hurry has implications. Moraq explains about her airing out practices when the
children were small: ”I did mention to the children, ’open your windows’, although
probably they didn’t, mostly during weekends and in the summertime, but honestly,
getting them up for school and myself to work, airing out probably wasn’t the first
thing on my mind.”
Habits are generally quite fixed, but we may develop new ones. New airing practices
may evolve into habits for instance when having had a baby, where we wish to
safeguard the child against draught, or having a new bus route that makes the bus
stop right outside your house. Habits may differ, however, between the members of
a family. The following stories illustrate how rooted in habits humans are, although
the habits may at the same time be performed while paying attention to heating
costs and not letting out heat in the cold period. We shall begin, though, with a story
illustrating the different airing practices and different needs within a family.
Stories to illustrate routinized habits – and differences in airing practices
Our habits can be so embodied and routinized that we hardly think of them. This
applies not only to what we do at home, but also to our actions at work. I have
included a story to show this – merely to show that we are creatures of habit and to
state that, once home from work, further airing out practices appear. Both patterns
of practices in the two different settings indicate that there is an identity shift at play
and that FAFOH is vital in our life (not just at home). The extract also proves the
point about FAFOH as something you just do and neither talk or think about.
Harriett: ”Often as soon as I get into work I open the windows. It’s so funny because
I don't think about it, haven’t thought about it before you ask me these questions.
As I go into my office I go in and I open the windows, which are sliding windows,
and I open both sides. Especially on Monday morning when I haven’t been there the
whole weekend, cause it can feel very stale in there. And I bit later I might shut
them, and a bit later in the afternoon I might open them again. Sometimes people
when they come in say: ‘God, Harriett!’ - “I needed a bit of air...”. So I do air. I’m
often the only person at work in the early morning, so in the summer I go around
and open everybody’s windows to get some through flow cause we’re on the top
floor of a 30 floor building and it’s a flat roof and in the summer, when the sun
13
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shines down on the roof, it can get incredibly hot. So I go in and air out.”
Airing practices are everyday activities and so much part of our routines that people
just ‘do it’.
Shireen: ”We do have loads of fresh air I guess. We don’t think about airing out, do
we, we just do it as a matter of cause.”
Brian: ”We just do it. And assume that everyone else is doing it too.”
When Shireen describes her airing out routines, she frequently adds that she loves
the fresh air...
Shireen: ”I’m a real fresh air person. I like lots of fresh air. I like to have the
windows open upstairs, I have my bedroom window open all year around, even
when it’s freezing cold, don’t I, Brian (Brian: ’Yeah!’), we have these big doors here
and here, so because I love the fresh air the door is open like this, all day untill it
gets cold. I’m creating a through breeze, the air is coming in here and I also have a
window open here, and also one here. It makes a really nice breeze through the
whole house. I would probably have that open most of the year apart from in the
late evening when it gets cold. But the rest are open from May to October, even in
winter if we’re cooking and it gets steamy, I’ld make a breeze also. And we have a
skylight that we use too. I just love fresh air.”
Habits vary according to season and area, type of room and age of house. Heat &
cold periods of the year obviously affect how long we may wish to air out and
likewise include related practices such as turning the heat down. Areas are
important too. Living in a polluted city or in a rural setting makes a difference as to
how much air we wish to get in. And the age of the house – the older, the draughtier
it may be.
Judy lives in the countryside, in a rural area with distant neighbours. Her habits
regarding air practices reflect that she lives in this area and in this (old) house. The
door is always open and she never thinks about airing out, and there seems to be a
natural draught in the old house.
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Judy: ”We don’t open the windows much, I’ve got the big patio doors in the living
room, and I’ve got the big patio doors in my kitchen, and that’s where the
ventilation comes in, we just open those. The only time I leave doors and windows
open in the utility room is if I’m using the tumble drier and I don’t use that very
often, because we have a washing line and a good drying area, so that’s not
necessary. But obviously if the weather is bad I use the drier, and I would open the
windows because there’s a lot of condensation. We haven’t got a ventilator in our
bathroom, and that is one window I do keep open. There’s no heating in there so
that doesn’t matter anyway, but after we use the bathroom we will open the
window if it’s closed. It depends, but yes. That’s done to get rid of the smell.
[…]These windows presumably have been here since the house was built. They’re
part of the house. Some windows don’t close properly, that’s annoying, but that’s
the way it is. And some windows swell in the winter, and they dry out in the
summer. But it’s not a problem, and as long as they close more or less... This is a
draughty house, I’ld say. I mean there’s a gap under the door there, I think there’s a
gap under every door. The windows don’t close properly, but that’s how it is, it’s an
old house, it doesn’t matter. We haven’t got the central heating, so there’s nothing
that goes lost.”

Judy’s kitchen with the
constantly open doors and
her homemade marmelade
on the table (nice smell). No
cooker hood.

Harriett’s habit is somewhat similar to Judy’s. Like Judy she doesn’t have a cooker
hood since she, ao, thinks they make too much noise. She prefers opening her doors
in stead, getting the FAFOH through here:
Harriett: “I prefer to open the backdoor, if I make toast and I burn it, I would open
the backdoor, throughout the year. Even now, I was cooking and had the backdoor
15
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open. Even when it’s snowy or rainy I have the backdoor open. I don’t have any
blinders or curtains so the rain comes in. I had it open the other day and it was
raining and the rain was on the floor and I had to mop it up, but it doesn’t bother
me, I just do it. It’s to get rid of the steam, burny smells. It can get quite hot in there,
cause it’s a small kitchen, so it can be good to get some fresh air. It’s not that I hate
the smell of cooking, it more about keeping the air circulating.”
Like all the other informants Harriett, too, has particular habits in some rooms, i.e.
the ‘wet’ rooms (bathroom, scullery, basement) and the smelly rooms (bedrooms
and kitchens).
Harriett: “I always open in my bathroom because if the shower’s on, it’s hot and
steamy. So the bathroom window is always open, day and night. Most of the tIme,
unless if it’s really cold or really windy or driving rain coming in, you have a
though-flow of the house, and often the backdoor is open, if I’m in the kitchen. I
open the back door here, if I make fried egg, anything frying, I don’t like the smell of
frying in the house, because it lingers. Maybe with cabbage I would. Curry is quite a
nice heavy smell, I don’t think it’s very strong, but that probably just because I don’t
make very strong curry. Any sort of green legumes that give off a strong smell when
they’re cooked.”

Moraq’s kitchen
– like many in
England without
a cooker hood

Some informants describe that they as a couple disagree – some quite a lot – about
how to air out. This difference in opinion can be the cause of considerable tension.
Bob sees it as two separate belief systems clashing:
Bob: ”I’m not asthmatic but my wife is very severly affected by pollen. She is under
medication all the time. That’s one of the reasons why I keep the windows open
because I think it’s good for her, but she closes them since she thinks the opposite,
that it lets the pollen in. So we have this tension. It’s like two opposite belief
systems, I think.”
John & Paula experience differences too in the airing practices, and even more when
considering their children’s habits:
John: ”The way we air out depends on the weather and if there’s stale air inside. If
it’s in the summer the windows will be open anyway. We open in the shower, well,
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actually we have a dehumidifier in the bathroom but even though we are still
inclined to open. It seems more effective. But we have different ways. I’ve become
more sensitive to draught as the years pass, but Paula is even more. And Anne hates
insects, so she’s not very interested in opening the windows. Steven, on the contrary,
he is always feeling really hot and never has his radiator on.”

Paula explaining who
gets hot first when
eating in the kitchen

Many informants refer to airing practices being done with a view on the heating
costs too. Barbara reflects on the different needs for heating in her family, with a
husband who seems to be a ‘Closer’:
Barbara: ”The Scots are supposed to be ’mean’, a cultural joke in Great Britain
about us, that we don’t like to spend money. I always think my husband is very
Scottish (laughter) because he doesn’t like to spend money on the central heating.”
Julian & Siobhan discuss their habits and Siobhan ends with a remark on who seems
to be the one opening the windows:
Siobhan: ”We get up at 6 in the morning and then at about 8 I get the kids and we
then usually go for a walk. We play a lot outside and hardly ever get in during the
day. I don’t think we are typical, actually. If it’s good weather, if it’s REALLY nice, I
would let them sleep just outside where I could see them, but the weather is usually
too wet, it’s usually not good enough. In winter I try to leave the windows on the
hatch in the bedrooms, to let in some fresh air. I would do this in the morning in our
children’s bedrooms.”
Julian: ”I remember that my sister in CPH let her baby sleep in the courtyard where
she lived. But it’s not common here in England. I just open the windows when
Siobhan tells me to do it. It’s part of my to-do list (laughter), my listed jobs.”
Siobhan: ”It does tend to be me though.”
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Julian & Siobhan have a cooker hood
– Julian turns it on (his share of the
cooking process)

Habits and functionality
Habits depend a lot on functionality too. If you want to open the window, but need a
key to unlock it first, then one action is embedded in another, vital for performing
the core activity: Opening the window. Obviously the airing out will be dependant on
those systems to work. Very particular to the English keys are often part of the
window, for safety reasons of course, however, often posing a problem to the
owners:
Bob: “For some reasons the locks are of a very poor quality. The keys always break.
I’ve got 6 and they are all broken. They fix a lovely window but then they include
this. If you look there, see, the lock is broken. If you pull the window too, see, it’s not
working. It’s broken. You can’t open from the outside, but the locks don’t work.
They should either make the locks proper ... or not have them. It’s like a cheat. It’s a
security thing also. You have to get out in case of fire.

The only
informant to
know for sure
about where the
window keys are
- is Siobhan. It is
legally required
for public day
care mothers to
inform about this
place (security
reasons)

Imogen & Bruce have problems using their kitchen window as well at the blinders in
the skylight: “The window works, but the blinders are rubbish. It has never worked.”
Bruce: ”This kitchen window is even the newest window in the house. It’s only the
top that we open, because it’s rotten.”
Barbara also illustrates the problem of functionality when she shows me how she
opens the kitchen window. (Video-clip inserted… )
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Another story about windows that may prohibit airing out practices comes from
Harriett.
Harriett: “I open my windows in the summer if it’s very hot, but not in the winter.
The main reason that I don’t open these windows is that they open inwards and
they swing. You can’t have the window open, because you don’t know if the window
will slam shut on itself or on a person. You couldn’t sit there with that window
open, because it sticks out. It’s just akward, it’s not easy to have your window open.
I grew up in a cottage where you had windows that opened outwards, and they had
a catch so you could secure it. And I’ve lived in houses with sash windows as well, so
you put it up, and it was up. And it wasn’t in the room, or blowing side to side. So
this is the first tIme I’ve lived in a house with double-glazed windows. […] I spoke to
a Swedish friend of mine, and we spoke about windows, because I was going to do
the interview, and she said: “Oh, sash windows, lovely, the ones that have all the
draft” [laughing] And I said: “yes, that how you perceive it, isn’t it?’ It’s part of
having a sash window. […] Personally I have feelings for those kinds of windows. I
don’t have feelings for these windows. It would definitely have been different if they
had been more convenient, they’re not very user friendly. You can either have
nothing on that shelve so you can use the window... But I want to. It’s nice to have
pictures here!”
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Harriett’s window
that opens into the
room! Never opened

Stories that show how FAFOH habits relate to other everyday practices
Cooking, ironing, vacuum cleaning, washing floors, drying clothes, taking showers...
All informants refer to FAFOH being important for the above practical functions in
our everyday life. The following stories serve to illustrate this.
Harriett: “Sometimes when I’m hoovering, I open the windows back and front to
get air in the house, cause I get very hot when I hoover, and the smell of the
hooverism always... and when you finish you feel ‘ah!’. It feels cleaner.”
Siobhan explains how she combines airing out practices with other activities in the
house:
Siobhan: ”I tend to dry the clothes in one of the bedrooms and then I would
definitely open the window. In the morning I do it as well. I do it without even
thinking about it. I do the curtains, open the windows and do the beds. I always do
it that way. [...] I’m usually the one cooking and I leave the window a bit open, but
when I’m cooking I actually forget to turn on the cooker hood.”
Julian: ”We use the cooker hood like almost every time. I’m the one starting it.
That’s my contribution to the cooking, real hard job (laughter).”
Siobhan: ”I didn’t have a cooker hood when I grew up, but now when people
renovate their houses I think everyone is getting one installed. I don’t always turn it
on, but then Julian comes in and does that.”
Paula talks about creating a through breeze in the bedrooms:
Paula: ”I do it when I’m doing the beds. And when I dry the clothes, I sometimes do
that in the bedrooms.”
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Moraq used to have a
pulley but took it down.
She dries her clothes in
the kitchen, making a nice
through breeze

Barbara (from the video clip) explains that she deliberately made sure that the sink
was placed by the window when they renovated. The cooker hood is used
occasionally.
Barbara: ”I put it in, well, it came with the kitchen. I sort of wonder how it really
works. It usually does take away the cooking smells. I must admit I’m not entirely
sure how it works. More an aesthetic feature I think. I only put it on if I create
something very steamy or smelly, fish & curry. We definitely made new things with
the kitchen also relating to the window, because we asked for a sink at the window.
I like to look out and enjoy the scenary.”
Dan has no windows in the kitchen but a door leading to a shop. In stead he uses
fans and tries to have a draught through the house.
Dan: “There are kitchen fans, because it used to be a restaurant downstairs, they’re
very effective. Downstairs there’s a big ceiling fan, but it’s not much good. It just
moves the air.”
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Dan’s kitchen (used
to be a restaurant)

Drying clothes turns out to be a major issue to almost all informants. Harriett tells
about her practices:
Harriett: “No, another reason why were having the bathroom window open is
because then there’s a draft going through there, so it wont get steamy. That’s
where we dry, cause there’s nowhere else to do it. Except in the summer obviously,
when they go outside. But it is also over the radiator, so they dry quite quickly,
which is great, very convenient. I don’t have a tumble dryer, I don't want one. I have
an airing cupboard, it’s of great use, you can dry your clothes, and put it into your
drying-cupboard, so I’ll never have damp clothes again. I’m always using it.”

Harriett’s airing cupboard

The above stories illustrate that their FAFOH actions are performed in accordance
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with their context and the ongoing activities and that being prohibited from getting
the fresh air is an annoyance.
Stories to illustrate habits in transition situations
Such FAFOH routines as described above - airing out when doing the beds or
cleaning, cooking, etc. - appear in all families. Certain routines, however, seem even
more fixed than the above everyday life activities or those practices that depend on
season, current pollution level or specific events such as having guests that smoke
etc. Many refer to specific FAFOH practices, once they come home after having been
away on holiday or on work. These habits have some common characteristics with
ritualized behaviour. Anthropological research in rituals shows that specific
significance can be seen from the practice connected to the ’rite de passage’, the
transition ritual. This ritual is characterized by including a kind of personal transition,
going from one phase with one particular status (at work) and into a new situation
with a new role attached (off duty). In this transition bodily actions are known to be
important as part of contruction the new role and situation.
Several of the informants talk about fixed routines regarding airing out – that this is
typically something they do the minute the come from work (even despite the door
to the garden may be open).
Julian works as a police officer and likes being outdoors as much as possible. This is
part of his job, yet some days may be filled with paper work, making him feel a
particular need for fresh air once he arrives at his home:
Julian: ”When I come from work I always leave the door open. It’s because it’s
usually hot inside and then I leave the front door open for some fresh air. Having
been away at work all day and the heating has been on the whole day... well, I just
need the nice fresh air. Actually I think I do it all year round. Our heating is gas
power. It sometimes gets a little bit stuffy. [...] When I’ve been at the office inside all
day, sometimes you’ve got lots of paperwork, it doesn’t happen that often, but then
you just cant wait to get outside.”
Harriett explains it this way, stressing the fact that she would air out the same way
also when on holiday:
Harriett: ”Sometimes I might come home from work and just go upstairs to open
the windows to let the air in, when I’m in the house. Just get some fresh air in. I’ll
open the front window and I’ll open the back window to get some air through .So I
do consciously do it, but just not in the morning. If we came home [after a weekend
holiday] and the house was sort of musty, being closed up all weekend - musty is
sort of dusty, stale air because you haven’t been in the house going in and out –
then I would air out too. I’ld air out like that after holidays or when I’m on a
holiday too, even if I was in a tent or a little chalet. I would get the fresh air in.”
The transition from having been away from the house and entering it again also
involves certain airing out practices. The aim is to avoid stale air. The two following
statements illustrate this:
Brian: ”If we’ve been away, we open the doors and windows. It seems to be enough.”
Paula: ”After a holiday, whenever we’ve been away, we were in France recently and
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when we returned we opened the windows, I think it was because the air seemed
stuffy.”
Stories to illustrate new habits
New practices may emerge, e.g. if the house has been renovated or a major, special
event arises, one that requires particular reflections about the air. Such an event
could be the birth of a child and new considerations to be taken for the sake of the
baby, or having new bus route passing your house, forcing you to open and close the
windows according to the timetable of the buses.
Dan lives in a very old townhouse and has had to change some airing practices due
to the pollution from the bus traffic in the street. During summer he would have
preferred to have open windows all over the house but having his office at home
makes this impossible:
Dan: “We don’t often smell the fuels, but I know it’s very dirty on the ground floor
and black stuff comes in. It’s usually not why we shut the windows. The noise is also
the problem. We have persuaded these big lorries to shut off their engines now, and
we have had to campaign for that, and the bus drivers won’t, and some of the
busses are [faulting] and the brakes on the bus goes [makes sound: tchhhhtj] all
the time. It really annoys me, because it could be silenced and they don’t bother,
and it’s a very loud noise. It’s should only happen every minute or so, but on some of
them it’s going all the time, because the vault is wrong or something. I nearly
phoned the company the other day, I was so cross: I couldn’t talk on the phone in
my office because the bus was making so much noise. I had to call someone back.
And the lifts on the back of the lorries, they have flaps without rubber around them,
so it makes a huge [almost shouts:] ‘BANG, BANG, BANG’! It’d be so easy to fix, just
a few pads.”

The bus stop outside
Dan’s home
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Summary on theme 1:
Habits and routines are tools helping the users reduce the complexity of everyday
life as they can be undertaken without thought and are repetitive. However, the
FAFOH actions also hold an element of ‘celebration’, e.g. when you return from
work, you celebrate being off duty.
Habits and routines around FAFOH are very firm. People tend to air out like they
have always done, but habits are also depending on the conditions of the context
and on the home: It is more difficult to bring air into the house when living in the
city, older houses need more airing because the feeling of old air stays in the
materials, etc. What is interesting about the deep-rooted habits is that they
resemble ritualized behaviour and are often taking place in transitions (from home->
work, vacation -> return to the home, night-> day etc.). In the transition phase
feelings of identity are at stake, i.e. you want to point out certain aspects important
for your identity:
When people air out the minute they arrive home from work it signifies that FAFOH
represents a free person having time off (new role, new identity, new situation);
when people combine airing practices and doing the beds in the morning this
signifies cleanliness, order at home; FAFOH in the morning in the children’s room
resembles a good and caring mother, etc. In this way habits are more than tools that
reduce complexity. Our airing habits become social instruments that reflect our
identity shifts throughout the day.
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”But... [the informant
turns silent, sighs]
The thing is, I must
have fresh air.”
(Barbara)

Theme 2

Body & senses

The phenomenological research tradition has body and senses as the underlying
basis and for this reason it is the perspective of phenomenology that is used as
framework for analyzing the importance of body and senses in relation to FAFOH.
Phenomenology is about people’s way of interpreting and settling in the world and
their retelling of their conception of the world to others. Fresh air is needed not just
by the house or for the body: It’s needed by the mind. When Barbara in the above
quotation talks about her need for fresh air it may represent that fresh air also
signifies, in a phenomenological way, a mental freshness, a freedom of space! In this
way fresh air represents the need for remaining open towards the surroundings,
avoiding the house and its area to become locked up. This makes fresh air more than
something that connects people with the environment and nature, it makes us able
to ’think’.
To arrange oneself in the world is to a high degree also done with reference to
smells and here it is worth remembering that the olfactory sense is the
physiologically strongest sense of all our senses. For phenomenology our body and
senses are the basis for assimilating and experiencing the world and for creating
consciousness. Throughout this report I often emphasize smell above air and the
reason is that often air is required precisely because of smells. But air by itself is also
an important source of pleasure. The informants are talking about fresh air, the
breeze, with great empathy, almost a longing. This points to the fact that the world
happens through the body - the body is our tool for feeling our existence, like when
we feel the breeze - and is felt by what we describe as feeling: Laughter, tears,
shiver, cold, heat, enjoyment, freshness (italic=air relevant). It is to a high degree the
feelings that make the individual feel directly involved in the world and,
consequently, they are important for our identity! It is with this understanding of the
importance of the body and senses for our active presence in life that the following
stories must be understood.
All informants point out that sounds and smells are let in when you are airing and
that the fresh air is enjoyable. As an example, fresh air can also become part of the
indoor environment when bringing in the laundry, having dried outdoors. The
possibility to let in smells and sounds also enables closeness with nature and the
seasons. The following stories are illustrating this and refer to bodily aesthetics tied
to FAFOH. First a few stories about what fresh air constitutes to people, beginning
with one that shows different ways of looking at the home (gained in childhood).
Stories illustrating fresh air perceptions
The fresh air is something that can be enjoyed in itself, a pure enjoyment when
feeling the wind in the face or just from being outside. Shireen, who has a sun
lounge and sliding doors that she use almost all year round, explains it this way:
Shireen: ”I just love fresh air. If I could live in my ideal country it would be
Australia because they have lots of fresh air, I prefer to be outdoors than indoors,
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that’s what I don’t like about this country, our weather. I like to sit outside in my
garden. I was talking to a colleague at the university and he hates the outside. He
hates being outside and hates his garden. But I just like being outside.”
Julian shows how his perception of fresh air links to rural areas.
Julian: ”We’ve got some chemical industry like 6 miles away (ICI), but we haven’t
really experienced any smells. There is the water treatment like 1 mile away, and
that doesn’t smell either. I would definitely select my house in an area which would
look more rural than industrial.”
Fiona: “A lot of people haven’t had their sash windows renovated, a lot of flats are
still cold. I think carpets make a big difference, but we have no carpets. It’s wooden
everywhere, and we like it that way, so we don’t really want lots of carpets. Which
means you get more ventilation through the floor, because we’ve got a cellar
underneath. But definitely every day I make sure there’re certain windows open. I
like to come home and feel that the house is fresh.”

Fiona’s renovated sash windows –
that have made a world of a
difference in their habits, a.o. the
children can now play at the floors
and not get cold

A type of bodily aesthetics regarding FAFOH may be obtained through childhood as
is the case with Bob who explains about how his upbringing has influenced his airing
practices:
Bob: ”I grew up where all the windows were open, all through the winter. My wife
is from a different generation and likes the windows closed to keep warm and she
doesn’t like mosquitos. I open up the windows, but my wife closes them. The
windows are open all night in the children’s room, 2 of them sleep in the same
room, so to avoid condensation we keep the room ventilated with the open
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windows. Otherwise the air in the room would get stale. So in that area my wife
agrees. I think that the generations who grew up during 2nd world war were
tougher, when we had a bath the water was cold. We couldn’t afford it, to heat up
the rooms. We didn’t know it any other way.”
The following stories show how fresh air is related to health, that air holds an aspect
of wellbeing, at least ideally, but depending on season: Cold, wet weather means
less airing out. Still, FAFOH is recognized as a health source: A health controlled, for
better or worse, by the informants.
Barbara explains about fresh air as something vital for her, which doesn’t change the
fact that she is cold sensitive:
Barbara: “My husband probably likes the idea of fresh air more than me. He opens
more, whereas I prefer the warmth. I feel the cold more, I think. We could quite
easily spend the whole winter with closed windows. That’s probably not very good.
I wonder if we are storing a lot of germs.”

Barbara’s
difficult kitchen
window

Fiona lives in Glasgow and adresses the same issue as Shireen, ’just liking the fresh
air’, but also stressing the different bodily comfort zones.
Fiona: “I’m always cold, my husband is always hot and I’m always freezing, but I
like fresh air, I don’t like a stuffy house. He doesn’t open up more than me, but I
think that has to do with him not cleaning either. So I don’t know if it’s to do with
me running the house. I run the house, he does certain chores, but he doesn’t do the
cleaning, the airing, or the washing. So if I ask him to open a window he’ll open it,
and he likes fresh air but he is less likely to notice if we need fresh air”.
The fact that the ’health’ of the home is frequently a female domain is reflected in
Fiona’s statement too.
The following rather long extract from the interview shows the significance of having
fresh air. Barbara refers to the health issue this way, even considering moving to get
better access to fresh air, feeling a need for it something she MUST have:
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Barbara: [Situation where you felt, ’I need some fresh air’]... I probably feel that
quite a lot, that I need fresh air and that’s one of the reasons that we moved here. I
get my fresh air from going out, I could never stay inside a whole day, I would go
for a run, or bike, take a walk. At the weekends we use sights in Scotland and do
walks round here, the national trust places, we deliberately take the children to
forestry parks. Not so much during the week, but definitely during weekend. Neil is
probably the one getting the least fresh air. And he likes to get out. It did start to
worry me a bit when we lived in Edinburgh, although we weren’t right on the very
worst road, but I didn’t feel right about it, I thought: ’we’re living in Scotland with
all this fresh air and I’m living with all this pollution’. I also thought about it
because I got pregnant. [...] My husband would like to move into the countryside,
but I don’t drive so I’m dependant on public transportation. And I don’t want to be
that isolated. Besides, my family lives here and the school. But... (silence, sighing)
The thing is, I must have fresh air.
Stories of smell & sound
No house smells the same. Nor do the areas we live in. One of the reasons for our
airing out practices is to make the home recognizable to oneself and ones family.
This means that people have habits that help them gain such a recognizable smell,
one that they will find appealing. The smells in the air makes you reconnect not just
to the house but to the area.

Barbara’s much
loved and used
washing line

Bob remembers - and misses - the smell of clothes having dried outside, bringing
into the house the smell of fresh air. The story is also illustrating the everyday life of
the modern family, where on a structural level the sqeezed time of the post modern
society influences on our practices, even such practices as airing out, drying clothes,
etc. Bob: ”We don’t have any mechanical ventilation systems and no fans, neither
here in my bookshop nor at home. My wife does 3 washings a day, and she prefers
to tumble dry it all. Well, my generation had a washing line, everything went out in
the fresh air, but my wife doesn’t do that. She’s from a different generation. She
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wouldn’t use a washing line, even if we had one, 3 children, getting them to school,
doing it all at home and in our bed & breakfast, every tiny corner of the day is tight.
But I miss it because the bed linen used to smell so wonderfull and it doesn’t now.
Sun light is very good to clean the washing, smell is taken away by the sun. It’s the
sun that gives it its smell, you know.”
Many informants react on smells that are either unpleasant or potentially ’risky’ (like
humidity or a smell of gas). But smells may also resemble decay. Brian talks about a
distinct smell of old, like the smell of old people:
Brian: ”I don’t like that smell. The smell of old people.”
Shireen: ”I think that old people tend not to open their windows, they get too cold,
they feel the cold more. My mum doesn’t open her windows. Also, I think they have
mobility problems so it can be difficult to take a bath and making a ’walk-in bath’ is
quite expensive.”
Brian: ”That’s something I’m talking with my parents about right now, they are
having these issues and when the time is right we’ll make it for them, the walk-in
bath. I have opened their windows but they told me to close them, because it was
too cold. They said: ’Why are you opening our windows?’, well...”
Shireen: ”And you want to be respectful to old people and tend not to say anything,
that’s what I would do anyway.”
The above story illustrates that we feel obliged by cultural notions of the ‘proper’
smells of a home too, not just reacting on ‘risky’ smells. Impression management
describes how we try to control the olfactory experiences we get when we enter a
house and the dilemma of telling people of unpleasant smells or not. One product
that enables people to control the impressions is ‘febreeze’, a synthetic ‘fresh air’ to
be sprayed on clothes (so they don’t have to be washed or aired). Anne referred to
this as a product commonly used by young people and students.
One unpleasant smell commonly referred by the English is the smell of deep fried
food:
Siobhan: ”If we fry anything or cook fish, then I would turn on the cooker hood. The
smell of fry food is really horrible.”
Julian: ”The deep fried food, if you’ve been at a little cafe all your clothes smell
when you leave, that’s very unpleasant.”
Although Siobhan has daily visitors at her house she is not that worried about
managing the smell impressions in her home. Smells may also represent familiarity,
and cooking can be seen as a kind of caring for the children:
Siobhan: ”Parents come here and pick up the children, but I honestly never worry
about the smell, except if I’m hungry. I think it can smell quite nice actually. It’s
part of our day and I don’t mind that they can smell that we have been cooking for
the children. It shows that we have been taking care of them.”
Harriett explains how she enjoys opening the windows for the sounds both at home
and at work. It is also interesting that she talks about ‘feeling blue’ and that fresh air
helps on this mental state of mind – FAFOH is needed for cognitive reasons, it makes
us think in positive ways.
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Hariett: “Even at work I open the windows to hear the birds, and there are lots of
trees where I work. Sometimes, especially when you feel a bit blue, I open the
windows, a bit of fresh air and you wake up a bit. It’s the lack of oxygen. People
forget that we sometimes need oxygen.”
And she explains about sounds that make her shut the windows.
Harriett: “Mainly I would say the birds or the wind in the trees. But what actually
makes me shut the windows are powertools, like on a Sunday where so many
people are doing the lawn, cutting the hedge, and that will make me close the
window because of the noise. Even now you can hear someone doing something. It’s
somewhere over there, I don’t know where it is, but it will make me shut the
windows. It’s the noise.”
Not all sounds are nice to get in with the FAFOH and some informants don’t open
the windows to listen for the sounds – i.e. if they are living and working in the
nature. Judy, who lives and works on the family farm and is very dependant on the
weather in harvest periods, says:
Judy: ”The thing is we’re out of doors so often that we don’t look for them indoors.
Yes, we like to hear the birds and the little raindrops but there’s no sound we want
to keep the window open for in order to hear it. We live with it all the time. We’re
part of nature so we listen to it in another way. We recognise sounds
subconsciously without thinking about it. We would hear if a cow was moaning.
That would be unusual cause they don’t unless there’s something wrong, or if we
heard the dog barking, we would know there’s someone. Animals don’t make a
sound for nothing, and you can hear that with the doors open. When we are going
to harvest our crops, we would listen in those periods for the rain, it’s vital, for if it
rains you can’t harvest. But that has nothing to do with the windows being opened.
We would look at the weather forecast to see what happens.”

Room with a view... all of Judy’s
windows has somewhat similar views
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Stories about connecting to nature (or disconnecting)
The last stories illustrate fresh air as enjoyment, as something that forms a bridge
between you and the surrounding nature. Airing out like above implies that the
boundary between in and out seems blurred or even dissolved. One example is Paul
who remembers the joy of shaving outside on the deck of a friend’s sailing boat,
giving him a strong sense of being in nature. Since he cannot do this at home, he
enjoys opening the window to feel the breeze in his face in stead. He also opens the
windows the sense the weather and the direction of the wind, since he often motor
bikes to work.
Barbara also talks about FAFOH bringing nature into her life.
Barbara: ”Air represents everything. It’s my connection to nature in an increasingly
industrialized world. Can’t imagine life without it, I would trivle up. There’s a story
by E.M. Forster, ’The Machine Stops’, a story of dystopia, and in it people rely on
machines to do anything for them, and then one day the machine breaks down,
most of the people die in this underground, strange, airless society, but eventually a
small group of people manage to break out and up, into the sun and the fresh air,
and I’ve always been a bit of anti tech, a modern luddite [people against tech, a
protester’s group in the early stage of industrialization]. I’ve actually got an
aversion against technology, I DO have a mobile phone and a lab top, but for me
fresh air is about contact with nature. I don’t want my life to be taken over by
machines, that I would have to spend more of my time sitting in front of it in stead
of being outside, in my garden (sighing). To preserve the fresh air at all costs, that
would be my view.”

Barbara lived for some years
in Spain. She often misses the
sun and to be more outside,
but loves the pure air in the
Scottish countryside

Some informants live in areas where knowledge of the wind is important. Dan, who
is an experienced and dedicated sailor, explains how he uses the wind and sounds
from the open windows to inform him a.o. of the possibility of being able to sail:
Dan: ”I open the back windows to get in the sounds of nature, because of the sea. So
whenever we can, we have the bedroom windows open to hear the sea. The birds
here aren’t very nice, it’s just the seagulls, rarely songbirds. But you get them in the
park. But you don’t often hear them in our garden, just a few yards away. […] the
sound of the sea, I love it. I hear the difference in the sound of the sea, particularly
the level of the tide makes a lot of difference as it goes out, the waves are further
out at sea, and you can hear them better. When the tide goes down, the sea goes
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away from the beach, and so because we’re on a hill we can hear the breaking
waves, there’s a lot more noise when there’s tide, and at the moment we have very
big tides, very high ones and very low ones, so it’s noisier. It’s a pleasant noise, I love
it.”

Dan’s hobby is
reflected on most
photos – fresh air is
vital to him

Hariett talks about feeling closer to nature from listening to the sounds of nature –
sometimes heard through the open windows and coming in with the fresh air.
Hariett: “I listen to the wind in the trees, even enjoy hearing the rain, I like hearing
the rain. But I like hearing the rain on a closed window as well. It’s makes you go
snug. It’s great, even if being inside a tent. You feel closer to nature.”

Harriett enjoys feeling snug, and also loves
to sit in her garden. And to look at it from
inside, when the weather is cold & wet

oraq has an interesting observation about how to get fresh air, one that also brings
nature into the home – or into the classroom: Moraq: ”I open this window because I
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don’t have any plants, but actually I open the other one as well. The plants don’t
seem to mind. Some plants improve the air, they influence on the air quality. Aloe
Vera is one that’s really healthy for the indoor environment (reading from a book):
’like the Snake plant and orchids, Aloe Vera releases oxygene and during the night
absorbs carbondioxide and for this reason it should be considered for the bedroom´.
So there are obviously some plants that should be in the bedroom for the sake of
providing fresh air. It’s not why I have the plants though. [...] I keep plants in my
class room because I think it makes the air fresh. The indoor environment in
schools is such that house plants would help. And it will bring nature into the
classroom. My school was actually built in the Victorian period and plants were
important then.”

The 2 photos illustrate
Moraq’s green passion – and
how nature becomes part of
an apartment.

Judy stresses that she could not live in the city or in an appartment, “I would feel like
in a box”, probably because of the lack of fresh air:
Judy: [the importance of fresh air to you] “Oh, I can’t live in a city or in a flat. I
wouldn’t like it. I just like to be able to go out and wander in the fresh air, you don’t
think about it really, it’s there - and it is important because it must be what
influences my thought: That I wouldn’t want to live in the city. I never really
thought about it, but we live in the fresh air so we don’t bother about it, that’s the
way it is. And probably our access to the fresh air is the fact that I haven’t thought
about it.”
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It might be in its place to counter balance the idyllic picture of human-nature coexistance with a few stories about how to feel too close to nature and so annoyed by
this that they prioritize closing their windows and doors more rather than letting in
the fresh air:
Some years back some noisy seagulls nested on the roofs of a housing area that
included Moraq’s apartment. The owners all skipped in to make the seagulls go away
(scaring them by hiring a tamed falcon). In the North of London John & Paula are
much annoyed by magpies who have scared away the little songbirds, and they feel
the foxes in the area are far too tame, coming too close to the house and its litter.
These foxes make Paula close her garden door more often than she actually wants.
Nature is nice and vital, fresh air too, but the control of nature perhaps the most
important.
Summary on theme 2
FAFOH is closely attached to sensuousness, enjoying the breeze, the fresh air – but it
may also be seen as representing the cold and wet English weather and therefore to
be kept away so as to be able to feel snug; FAFOH and the related practices reflect
that smells and sounds are remembered – some talk about the nice smells from
cooking, showing the it is a social practice that happens to involve airing out, and
others talk about unpleasant smells; FAFOH enables you to hear the sounds of
nature and of people around you (reconnecting you with sociality and occasionally
making you annoyed); it makes you happy, such as when hearing the birds in spring,
and it makes you aware of the seasons, like sensing the distinct smell of harvesting
or hearing the wild geese return, hearing if the weather is sailing weather by being
conneted to outside through the window. FAFOH thus also represents many social
values, such as the value from being placed and replaced into one’s context. FAFOH,
consequently, refers to bodily aesthetics where body and air unite in a symbiosis.
People’s ‘need for control’ - like when they for socio-cultural reasons try to control
the impressions of the home in terms of smell, heat & cold – is also referring to a
need to control the heating bill and a need to control the health at home by
controlling taking air in and out of the house. Fresh air helps on mental state of mind
‘feeling bue’ – FAFOH is needed for cognitive reasons, it makes us think in positive
ways. The informants are talking about fresh air, the breeze, with great empathy,
almost a longing.
In line with phenomenological research, FAFOH actions can be considered as
expression of the wish to be in the world by feeling it:
FAFOH enables you to feel the world, i.e. the actions relating to getting the air either
in or out represent an opennes towards the world. With FAFOH inside and outside
seem to be dissolved.
FAFOH and the breeze show that body & soul are in development, in flow, and that
you are relating to your surroundings in an active, dynamic way. In this sense you are
living, being-in-the-world, through an awakening of the senses by the fresh air.
One product that enables people to control the impressions is ‘febreeze’, a synthetic
‘fresh air’ to be sprayed on clothes, so young people don’t have to be washed or
airing.
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”So there is an
element of worrying
about how pure is the
air, is it going to get
less pure?” (Barbara)

Theme 3

Risk, confidence & control incl. ’impression management´

When themes relating to risk, confidence & control come up during the analysis it
may be an advantage to understand the importance of risk in a greater perspective.
Research shows that in modern society risk is a theme of increased importance. This
is because society is under pressure in several ways – ways that all relate to the
experience of risk: The continued increase of information and communication plays
a part in creating inner chaos in the individual; many characteristics of society and
environment make predictions difficult (like climate changes and their regional
implications); efficiency demands pressure us in time & space, which adds to putting
the framework conditions of the family under pressure; existing fields of knowledge
are questioned. In general, the individual is robust, but in total, the modern society is
characterized by chaos. This adds to consolidate the importance of the home as a
fortress and a sanctuary even further. The home is a shield against what scares you –
a ‘refuge’. To experience a home as a sanctuary requires that you are able to control
the place, hence controlling the sounds and smells of the house is important. And
there must be the least possible risks within the borders of the sacred, secure home
where focus is on being able to have confidence in each other and confidence in
FAFOH to support the family needs, such as the need for having a quiet home or the
need to be sure that the smell in the house is nice. Therefore, it is no wonder that
the next 3 stories refer to these conditions that endanger the safety of the home –
sound, smell and humidity in the context.
Stories about control over noise, smell & humidity
Noises may prohibit your airing practices. Harriett closes her windows when garden
machines take over, Moraq closes hers when the noise from students returning in
the early morning gets too high, and Dan hates the sound of traffic.
Houses produce their own smells and may include a decontamination of objects
inside. The informants all refer to dampness, moist, as being a ’risky smell’. In order
to control the smells they use various strategies, such as fresh air, ’plug-in’ air
freshener or a new cleaning product.
Moraq: ”Fresh air is really important to have, to have it in the rooms. In Scotland
we are quite fortunate. I’m occasionally conscious of the pollution level, when I had
the children in pushchairs I used to avoid places with cars. I really think we need to
look carefully at the air quality. Sometimes at work, at the school, I’ve felt that the
air quality wasn’t well, once when they had plut new carpets on the floor, there was
almost a plasticy smell, but not in the recent past, but there has been times where
I’ve felt that. I did ask the cleaners not to spray the desks, because it was actually
quite pungent.”
Shireen: ”And I’ve got plug-in air fresheners here as well, 3 downstairs and 1
upstairs. I like the fresh smell. We’ve also got a vent over here. For the fresh air if
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we use the gas. The reason we have it is safety because of the gas fire.”
Brian: ”It’s a requirement, the vent next to the gas fire. I think people tend to forget
that using the gas fire means that the oxygene is sucked out of the air so you
actually have to vent more if using the gas fire. The vent was here, but I can see
what it means having it. My parents use the gas fire all the time but they don’t have
a vent and don’t open the windows so the air there is really stuffy and unpleasant.”
BH: ”Or the smell of wet dog or wet cat, it’s as if you can feel it...”
Both: ”Yeah, that’s horrible.”

The ’plug-in’ air freshener
and the safety vent

To be able to smell yourself and that others should conceive you as good smelling
are important factors for several of the informants. It is about smells representing
the home and its inhabitants and bearing witness of the importance of controlling
smells. To be in control of your own smell and that of your house indicates
sensibility, rationality, and freshness (against the smell of something old). Some
smells are pleasant, the smell of a baby, others are causing worries or may seem
attached to taboos, but in total, being able to manage airing in and out is a
protection against - and decreases the risk of - ‘failing’ the cultural standards when it
comes to smell.
Stories about safety issues
The following stories mainly deal with the risk of burglary - and how to create a safe
home.
Imogen: ”Our basement window isn’t locked. It’s secure enough, because the street
is very open so people would really notice, it’s up to the front garden.”
Moraq: ”Living up here means that there is never a safety issue about opening the
windows. If I’d been on the ground floor I would be very weary about opening
windows. I’ld prefer to be at a certain height just for that. Some have been
burglared.”
Fiona: “We use the shutters for the bedrooms. We shut them all when we go away
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on a holiday, for security reasons. But the house was not built with shutters at the
front so I think when it was designed it was more for a security reason. In general I
would not leave the bathroom window and Roy’s window open because they’re in
the back of a corner and by a pipe and if somebody wanted to climb up and get in,
they could. So we’re a bit more cautious about leaving those open all day. But the
ones at the front they do, just maybe this much. Somehow it’s fine at the front.
There are so many people coming back and forth, but at the back there’s a lot of
trees and you can’t see well”.

Fiona’s safe windows
facing the front

A safe home means safe smells. The smell of fire is a risky smell, one that we should
react on. Judy talks about her son having made a huge bonfire in one of their fields
giving a slight smell inside the house, but having her doors open constantly the need
for fresh air is covered despite the smells.
Judy: “Smells do go through the house, even things like toast, well even breakfast,
bacon, the smell of bacon goes through the house, but it’s nothing, the smell of
cooking is not unpleasant, it’s not stale. It will quickly disappear. If it is there two
days later you might have to worry about it, but it doesn’t. I don’t think smell
lingers here. There was that odd smell yesterday from the bonfire, and he shouldn’t
have done that, but still... basically it was rubbish. We recycle almost everything
here, but some things you can’t recycle. [BH: I think what one reacts to is the smell
of something burning, I wouldn’t react to the smell of bacon or fish, but you have
to react to....]Yes, cause it’s about safety and we think fire is dangerous so we have
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to react on the smell of burning and smoke, yes.”´
Moraq explains about her worries regarding a special corner of her large apartment
in Edinburgh, making rain come through. She is not in control over it because of the
way it’s been designed.
Moraq: ”It’s quite windy and I need to have some work done, because there’s some
water coming in from my neighbours upstairs. The water is coming through. I’ve
got an estimate. The windows face southeast and that’s lovely and sunny, but this is
also one of the most exposed areas in the whole of Edinburgh because there are no
large buildings across the road. In fact we are looking over to Christopern Hill and
my neighbours can see to the 4th bridge and Napier. I’m not complaining, the sun is
great, but it really is very exposed. And it rains a lot. This is the worst, because of
the design of it.”

Moraq’s street with
low houses on the
opposite side of the
street

Most informants refer to worries about their bathrooms, humidity problems and the
risk of moisture damage. They usually all keep the window here open, if it seems
safe enough to do. Furthermore, some English houses are quite tall and having
bedrooms on the upper floors creates certain risks.
This is the case with Imogen & Bruce’s house in Lancaster where sash windows are
installed in many rooms on various floors, most have, however, been changed to
other types.
Bruce: ”If these windows had been sash, there would be a safety issue with little
children, Bella would be able to fall out. If they did, they would kill themselves, it’s
concrete beneath.”
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A firmly secured window so the children
don’t fall out

Stories about risks from nature and pollution
The nature may in itself be a risky place to live in, such as living in an area with
Radon coming from the ground. In our discussion about the risk of living in an area
with Radon, Dan says: “It’s a problem, but a small one here. So for the new buildings
we have to take precautions but people with old buildings don’t seem to worry. It’s
where we have granite, I think. We love granite. It’s a big problem there. To get rid
of Radon you must ventilate, and you can put a barrier in, but it’s too late in an old
house, because it’s difficult to fit in. I don’t think anyone in the UK is worrying
about it, even where it’s a bit of a problem. The architects have to worry, but it’s
not something I’ve seen much publicity about.”
BH: “Which I think is a bit strange. It may be the cause of one fourth of lung cancer
incidents. I was quite surprised about the number of incidents. Dan: “Right, a lot of
this is driven by what the newspapers pick up, and I think, generally, health scares
in the UK... people are tired of hearing it, and sometimes you see amazing things
said in the cheaper papers, and you think: ‘well if I said anything like that, they’d
probably take me to the police station for ‘stirring up trouble’, so people just see the
paper and go ... [says: oohhh]. I think we may have got too much, really, like the
boy who cried wolf.”
In their previous apartment, Barbara became more and more worried about the
pollution in the area, making her air out less. The risk of pollution and the lack of
fresh air was one of the reasons for moving out of Edinburg. However, she is now
faced with a situation that may create more pollution in their close proximity:
Barbara: ”Right here Tesco has built a giant warehouse on the other side of the
river, with a huge car park and this big supermarket, and I was thinking the other
night how intrusive that was actually. I did think about the increasing traffic. So
there is an element of worrying about how pure is the air, is it going to get less
pure? And I’ve been thinking, should we go further into the countryside to get the
fresh air? I feel that I’m living in a more urban landscape than before. When the
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leaves fall we will possibly be able to see much more. And I’ve been thinking, ’is my
life ... am I living in a pretense, pretending that everything is ok’?

Tesco in the background – an intruder
in Barbara’s world, potentially
threatening the air quality in the area

The tricky thing about Radon is that it is odourless, however, traffic pollution may be
spotted as dirt on the windows or even measured. The following story is about a
very bad smelling factory, a small meat rendering plant in a small town that made
the whole community stink and drying clothes outside impossible. The community
finally took them to court to make them close the plant, but they lost the case. This
was partly due to smell being a subjective issue, there are no margins for what is to
be defined as an upper limit to ’bad smell’. Noise is easily measured and many
polluting elements in the air, smell, however, are not.
Imogen: ”We make our own beer and wine, well, some of it, and the fermenting has
a very distinct, strong smell, but it’s not bad. Bruce and I have strong memories
about bad smells from our last home. We lived in a terraced house, really lovely,
and in the town there was a small meat processing house, a rendering plant. We
felt really intruded upon, by the smells. Louie was just a little boy then. Everyone
had to run out and take in the washing from the line, we had to do it all over, it was
HORRIBLE. When we took the factory to court Bruce and I had actually moved. I
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had to give evidence, I did that of course, but we lost because we had to establish
that the air was polluted. But it was a smell pollution and there are no measuring
instruments for awfull smells. Well, the plant has been closed since. The only
positive thing about it was that the whole community developed a local knowledge
on what to do ’when the smell comes’ and it helped to give us all a strong sense of
belonging, we had a common problem. Our landlady told us how to close our
windows properly. It was HORRIBLE.”

Imogen and
Bruce have smell
experiences that
make them use
the cooker hood.
”A home can have
its own smell, but
an area mustn’t”.
How else to air
out?

We use signs in our context to proove the pollution in our surroundings, making us
maneouver in safe directions. And making us work for maintaining the air as fresh
(=as safe) as possible. In the following story Moraq describes how ao. the risk of
legionaire’s disease made the community oppose the construction of yet another
water chiller.
Moraq: ”They were building in Napier a computer centre for the University and
they were building a water cooler system for the air conditioning, they were very
naughty because they hadn’t actually got the approval, but they still built it. And
then they wanted to build another water chiller, but as a community next to it we
were concerned about legionaire’s disease, and we had it stopped. There were
concerns from our point of view about having a huge water chiller just around the
corner. There were sound issues as well. My neighbour is a musician and her
apartment is right opposite the current one, and she has to sleep with her windows
closed.”
Barbara talks about how she evaluates her surroundings so as to look or check for
the air quality:
Barbara: ”I use a small plant as a sign of purity. It’s a very dry, green or yellow
plant that grows on the surface of stone, and somebody once told me that it was a
sign that the air was pure, because if Leican could grow there the air would be
pure. So sometimes I look for Leican as a sign of pure air.”
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Moraq tells about how she airs out, and includes some scented water on the
radiators that the through breeze will help circulate. This she does partly to get rid of
moths.
Moraq: ”If I’ve been away I would probably leave the windows open a bit before I
left, and I would leave the bathroom window open and my son’s bedroom also. I
don’t have a sense of stale air, I’m not really that aware of it. I quite like scented
candles so I don’t really notice. I always have a bit of water on the radiators
sometimes with a drop of tea tree oil. It’s healthy and gives you a freshness.
Sometimes cedar oil. That might help against the moths, we have a lot of moths
here in Edinburgh (laughter). It could be related to ventilation practices, I guess.
Sometimes I use the cedar spray against the moths. I don’t get insects up here,
mostly moths and some flies. Not many.”
Stories about control over heating costs
In the following story heating costs are described. As would be expected fresh air
activities also reflect economic issues.
Imogen and her family lives in Lancaster. She explains about the way they heat up
the house, and how she can feel trapped in heated environments.
Imogen: ”My son has his window open all the time. We have our door open a lot.
And I don’t like the modern houses, because I feel trapped in heated environments. I
quite like draughty houses. Thermal underwear, you know (laughing). This is a big
house and because it’s not modernized with central heating and double-glazed we
don’t heat up the whole house, we have to go round in each room and do it. We
won’t have it on unless we really need it. There’s a clash of cultures around heating
I think. We could afford it, I guess, to heat the whole house. But we are brought up
in a generation where we think about the environment, beginning to think more
about it. So if we have the heating on we would never have the front door open like
now.”

Louie’s window is never opened
by himself (according to Bruce),
so he’s not ’wasting energy’
(according to Louie)

Moraq’s airing out practices reflect the seasons and the related heating needs.
Moraq: ”When changing the sheets I would open the windows, air out that way.
Quite a lot of dust collects in the bedrooms on the wooden floors so it’s a health
thing. I might open when I vacuum clean, and I would open when washing the
floors, but only during the summer. We had a long and cold winter this year and
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the summer has been wet.”
Having childhood experiences with no heating at all makes Harriett appreciate the
warmth of her home.
Harriett: “When I was a child the windows would be opened in our house. But we
lived in a house that had NO heating, what so ever, we only had fires in two rooms.
We had a boiler heating the water and it kept the kitchen warm. In my bedroom I
would wake up with ice inside the window, my clothes would be damped. I can
really remember it, and that’s why I can appreciate the double-glazing now. I
sound like I come from the middle-ages or something, but I think we were the last
generation... I think in England, now, some people do open the windows in the
morning throughout the house. I’m not sure if it happens because when women go
to work they’re not here to make sure the house is secure. I could go to work
leaving the windows open, I would leave the bathroom window open, but that is
always open, I wouldn’t leave any of the bedroom windows open, especially not the
back window, since there’s a flat room, so it’s a security issue. Worst-case-scenario.”
Summary on theme 3
Elements of risk, confidence and control appear in the analysis as worries especially
directed towards the family health (to protect the family against diseases from
draught and cold) and the condition of the house (to avoid water damages, like
Moraq who needs and wants to have her window renovated). FAFOH appear as part
of the worry about burglaries, causing the informants considerations as to which
windows that reflect ‘safe windows’. The quality of the air is evaluated on a daily
basis, so is the security: Is it safe to open the windows?
The informants contruct strategies for airing out ‘risky airs’ or ‘smelly rooms’ and
may install specific objects – ‘plug-in’ air freshener or ventilations - to ensure a flow
of air (kitchen fans as installed by Dan) is present.
Some informants refer to risky smells and unpleasant smells as important olfactory
memories that appear to pass on experiences that have shaped their attitudes
towards the proper smells of a home and of an area. Possible risks in the air have
been tried avoided, with different luck. In Moraq’s case the community succeeded in
prohibiting another huge water cooler to be built. In Imogen’s case the community
did not win their fight for pure air in their surroundings and lost the case against the
foul smelling meat rendering plant. Both stories testify to the importance of having
FAFOH.
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APPENDICES
A short description of the informants according to life phases:
The young family:
Barbara (North of Edinburgh); Harriet (York); Bob
(Lyme Regis); Julian & Siobhan (North of Leeds); Fiona
(Glasgow)
Families with teenagers:
John & Paula, Anna (North of London); Imogen, Bruce,
Louie & Bella (Lancaster); Moraq (Edinburgh)
Couples & singles,
no children/children moved: Brian & Shireen (Oxford); Dan (Lyme Regis); Judy (Isleof-Wight)
The young family
Barbara, 46, works with counselling and has 2 boys, 6 & 9 years old. Married to
Neil who teaches at the university. The family lives in a Maisonette (a double
upper flat in 2 floors). It’s an old workhouse and they own the first floor. They
have a garden with a washing line but need to walk through a yard to get to it.
One of the reasons they moved from Edinburgh was to get more fresh air. They
used to munroe-bag before the kids and still enjoy nature a lot, now taking the
children to national forests etc. Barbara used to live in Spain and misses the sun.
Harriett is 44, a single mom who works as an administration manager at a
university. She lives in a house from the 30’ies and grew up with sash windows.
Her own are double-glazed (not sash). Harriett likes to be very snug and doesn’t
open much, but can feel couped up in her house and then makes a through
breeze. She has an airing cupboard that she uses a lot and dries the clothes
inside. She also must have a daily dosis of fresh air, either from biking, jogging, or
sitting in the garden. She grew up in Devon, was outside a lot, and has since
childhood enjoyed nature. She has no cooker hood but opens the back door to get
rid of steam, burny smells, etc.
Bob is in the early 70’ies and has 3 little children with his Japanese wife, Mariko.
He is a retired physicist. I visit him at his bookshop since they couldn’t manage
visitors at home. The bookshop is in a house that is 300 years old and he has
installed dehumidifiers to make sure the books don’t get mould or smell too
much. He has some VELUX skylights in the bookshop, but only sash at home. At
home they have no extractors or ventilation fans. They only tumble dry their
clothes. Their house is next to the river and he finds the sounds very calming. He
and his wife disagree on how to air out.
Julian & Siobhan and their 2 children (3 & 6) live in the north of England in a
fairly new house with a garden, incl. washing line. Julian works as a specialized
police officer, Siobhan as a public day care mother. They enjoy living in a more
rural area and feel polluted by the air when they are in London. They are very
much outside, partly because of the children in the day care, partly because they
prefer that. Siobhan used to live in the countryside in Ireland and is very used to
being outside. When on holiday, they prefer camping, one of the reasons being
the fresh air.
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Fiona is 37, works as a manager in strategic business development (public
sector). She has 2 little children (4 years, 9 months resp.) Her husband is a
community manager. They live in a large flat in Glasgow, all windows are sash
and they have been renovated some years ago. This has made an enormous
change in heating costs and indoor air quality. She can now let the children play
on the floors without being worried about catching a cold. She uses her cooker
hood almost always and airs out regularly. She chose the nursery precisely
because they let the children sleep outside in a sheltered room. She is very
attentive to make a through breeze when shen comes home from work.
Family with teenagers
John & Paula lives north of London with their 2 children, Anna (22) & Steven
(26). John works in shipping, Paula as a school librarian. They live in a detached
house, built and moved in here in ’85. Originally the house had single-glazed
windows in a wooden frame, but had them replaced last year into double-glazed
windows. They have just had the kitchen renovated and have a utility room.
Their habits have ‘changed dramatically’ from where they used to live (next to a
street with heavy traffic). The family members have very different body comfort
zones: Paula prefers it warm, John is cold sensitive too but likes to open to check
the weather, Anna hates insects, and Steven is constantly hot and has his
windows open all year round and no heating on.
Imogen & Bruce (in their early forties), Louie (15) & Bella (7) live in a large
house in Lancaster, with sash windows in some rooms, VELUX skylights at the
top floor (the curtain is ‘rubbish’), and open fireplaces (most of them closed) on
all floors. The house is one in a row of houses that a factory owner built 100
years ago to his family members. It’s a draughty house and they only heat up the
rooms they really use. If there’s a smell they create through breezes by opening
the doors. They don’t use the locks on the windows, because they know they
would loose the keys. They used to live close to a meat processing (rendering)
plant that had a horrible smell and prohibited drying clothes outside. This
experience has made them very attentive to smells in their surroundings.
Moraq is 58, lives in Edinburgh in a large apartment built in 1896, the Victorian
period, and works as a teacher. She is a single mom with 2 children (19+24)
studying at university, at home during weekends. She is very concerned about
nature and pollution and knowledgeable about houseplants (‘How to grow fresh
air’) that improve the indoor air quality. She took down the pulley some years
ago and now dries her clothes in the kitchen, in the bathroom or in the utility
room. She has no cooker hood but just opens the windows for fresh air and to get
rid of smells.
Single, couples with no children/no children living at home
Brian (47, a qualified electrician) & Shireen (48, ph.d. student) live in Oxford, in
a very well maintained and highly renovated house. The house is fairly modern,
built in 1973 and they have lived here since 2005, buying it from an old couple.
Shireen loves fresh air, she needs fresh air all the time – at work as well as at
home, they have mechanical ventilation in the bathrooms, cooker hood (which is
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always used), they create through breezes by opening both doors, and she loves
the sun lounge because it allows her to feel outside, even during winter. Brian
and her are happy that the Oxford city council has improved, noticeably, the air
quality, a.o. by changing the city traffic. In his job Brian meets all types of homes
and remembers the smelly ones well - which makes him conscious about
avoiding those smells in his own home.
Dan is 66 and works as an engineer. He and his wife (and their grand child) live
in a very old house in Lyme Regis. The house has sash windows, single-glazed
and the rooms are quite draughty. The house used to have a restaurant facing the
street and their kitchen is the former restaurant kitchen. There is now an antique
shop. The house has a small terrace garden in the courtyard. Being a skilled and
dedicated sailor Dan enjoys listening to the sounds of the ocean and the wind
from the open windows, since it passes on information about the possibilities of
sailing. He is an outdoor man.
Judy is 68 and lives on a farm on the Isle-of-Wight. She has 5 children and 5
grand children, some of them still living in houses belonging to the farm. They
have owned the farm for 200 years and now also have a bed & breakfast, a
restaurant, and an organic farm shop. As to airing out she has no firm practices,
since the doors are almost always open and she is dressed accordingly (wearing
boots and sweaters indoors during the interview). She could never live in a city,
precisely because of the need for fresh air.
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FACTS on England and the English

Amount of house owners, for both single and double family houses and
apartments
Year
2009

Country
France
Denmark
United Kingdom

KPI
House
owners
House
owners
House
owners

Jun-10
18.586.100
1.504.500
18.464.175

Grand
Total

38.554.775

Kilde: Euroconstruct juni 2010

Housing completions (2006-2010)
KPI
Housing completions
dwellings

Year
-

1+2

England DK

United
Kingdom

235

16

103

233

17

111

214

16

87

182

10

70

175

6

79

189

13

91

199

14

98

209

10

81

175

7

69

145

4

66

family 2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Housing completions - Flats

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Kilde: Euroconstruct juni 2010
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